The Burning God
By R. F. Kuang
(Harper Voyager, 9780062662644, $16.99, Nov. 16, Fiction/Fantasy)
“Kuang holds no punches when it comes to describing the raw horror and consequences of war, drawing her characters to impossibly dark corners where their only escape is through catastrophic decisions. The cap to a perfect triad of books.”
—Ava Tusek, Second Star to the Right, Denver, CO

The Butchers’ Blessing: A Novel
By Ruth Gilligan
(Tin House Books, 9781951142742, $16.95, Nov. 16, Fiction)
“A beautiful tale of the strife of traditions in a changing Ireland, woven together with the threads of a modern-day mystery. Impossible to put down and harder to forget, this novel lingers and feels like fog.”
—Carrie Koepke, Skylark Bookshop, Columbia, MO

Leave the World Behind: A Novel
By Rumaan Alam
(Ecco, 9780063019577, $16.99, Nov. 23, Fiction)
“Eerie and timely, Leave the World Behind will be the next book to talk about. Before you know it, you’ve stayed up half the night racing to the end of the book. It’s a fast read but a powerful book asking important questions.”
—Katerina Argyres, Bookshop West Portal, San Francisco, CA

Little Wishes: A Novel
By Michelle Adams
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780063019584, $16.99, Nov. 16, Fiction)
“I loved everything about this book. Every year on the anniversary of their first kiss, Tom leaves a gift for Elizabeth on her doorstep. When his gift fails to arrive in the 50th year, Elizabeth decides she must find Tom before it is too late.”
—Connie Eaton, Three Sisters Books & Gifts, Shelbyville, IN

Nights When Nothing Happened: A Novel
By Simon Han
(Riverhead Books, 9780593086063, $17, Nov. 16, Fiction)
“Deftly shifting time frames and points of view, Simon Han, in his dazzling debut, gives a piercing, often funny, and deeply moving account of a Chinese family’s struggle to settle into the lives they think they should be living.”
—Rick Simonson, The Elliott Bay Book Company, Seattle, WA

The Office of Historical Corrections: A Novella and Stories
By Danielle Evans
(Riverhead Books, 9780593189450, $17, Nov. 9, Fiction)
“I have been holding my breath for Danielle Evans’ next book since Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self and The Office of Historical Corrections was worth the wait. The same great storytelling, insight, and sharp cultural commentary.”
—Mekisha Headen, Leganberry Books, Shaker Heights, OH
The Anomaly: A Novel
By Hervé Le Tellier
(Other Press, 9781635421699, $16.99, Nov. 23, Thriller)
“Hiromi Kawakami writes like no other. She seamlessly mixes
the dualities, we know, and how we might be
who we think we are, what we think
words reveals a great deal. In
this thoughtful, tender novel.”
—Ann Patchett

Dava Shastri’s Last Day: A Novel
By Rachel Trethewey
(St. Martin’s Press, 9781250272393, $29.99, Nov. 23, Biography)
“Dava Shastri’s Last Day is a story of
queens, of Winston and
Parker. Filled with snappy
discourse, clever plot, and richly imagined characters—
readers will cheer for the next installment.”
—Scott Lange, The Bookman, Grand Haven, MI

Dava Shastri’s Last Day: A Novel
By Rachel Trethewey
(St. Martin’s Press, 9781250272393, $29.99, Nov. 23, Biography)
“Dava Shastri’sLast Dayis a riveting true story about a woman
who goes to live an ordinary life with honor.”
—John Lynn, The Kennett Bookhouse, Kennett Square, PA

The Churchill Sisters: The Extraordinary Lives of Winifred and Clementine’s Daughters
By Rachel Treheway
(Weathernoth, 9781729532793, $23.99, Nov. 23, Biography)
“A meticulously researched biography
of the daughters of one of the greatest statesmen of the
20th century. A greatly enjoyable
exploration of the relationship of
these children with their parents and their
mother, Clementine.”
—Meghana Kandlur, Seminary Co-Op Bookstores, Chicago, IL

The Cat Who Saved Books: A Novel
By Sosuke Natsukawa
(Other Press, 9780992157327, $24, Dec. 7, Mystery)
“This twisty thriller gave me similar
suspense creates a story of queens,
cult from its founder’s granddaughter. In a shocking yet
LeTellier’s novel, The Anomaly, the cult leaders are
involved have something to hide. A great twisty thriller
where nothing is as it seems.”
—Spencer Ruchti, Third Place Books, Lake Forest Park, WA

Bright Burning Things: A Novel
By Lina Marples
(HarperVia, 9780063097148, $26.99, Dec. 17, Fiction)
“At its heart, this is a story about men who live with toxic masculinity. It is
without women—or oil rigs for Scotland. But it’s also a story of
a woman looking for her place in the world who goes there to write about the
war.”
—Paula Poundstone, Prentice, PA

The Postmistress of Paris: A Novel
By Meg Waite Clayton
(Harper, 9780062864289, $27.99, Nov. 16, Fiction)
“This is a beautifully written story
filled with nuanced and compelling characters. Clayton draws the
reader into the haunting world of a young American woman determined to help artists and others flee France.”
—Jean Forster, Harper’s Books, Mensen Park, CA

The Anomaly: A Novel
By Hervé Le Tellier
(Other Press, 9781635421699, $16.99, Nov. 23, Thriller)
“A mind-blowing examination of
who we think we are, what we think
we know, and how we might be
completely wrong. The dualities,
we know, and how we might be
who we think we are, what we think
words reveals a great deal. In
this thoughtful, tender novel.”
—Ann Patchett